Current communications tools and libraries for high performance computing are designed for platforms and applications that exhibit relatively stable computational and communication characteristics. In contrast, the demands of 1 mixed environments in which high performance applications interact with multiple end users, visualizations, storage engines, and I O engines termed`distributed laboratories' in our research and 2 high performance collaborative computing applications in general, exhibit additional complexities in terms of dynamic behaviors. This paper explores the communication requirements of distributed laboratories, and it describes the DataExchange communication infrastructure supporting their high performance interactive and collaborative applications.
Communication Substrates for High Performance Applications
Communication tools and libraries for high performance distributed computing have e v olved substantially during the last few years, from systems enabling distributed parallel computing such as PVM 10 , to industrial standards being actively implemented and improved such a s MPI 9 , to recent proposals for infrastructures that can facilitate the construction of nationwide, networked supercomputers. Our work contributes to such research b y addressing several speci c issues that arise whenever diverse networked machines are used in research and development settings or even in production environments, by single or multiple end users. The target applications we consider are those in which end users interact with powerful computational tools and with each other across heterogeneous networked machines, termed`distributed laboratories'. The communication demands of such dynamic computational environments share some commonalities with traditional distributed systems as well as with the highly dynamic environment o f t o d a y's web browsers and CORBA-based distributed object systems, but unfortunately these similar environments do not adequately on a set of computational resources, such as a global climate model being developed for networked parallel machines 11 . This global model might i n teract with more detailed local climate, atmospheric or pollution models in order to enhance the accuracy of both the local and global models. These models may run concurrently on a variety of parallel and distributed computing resources, or, ideally, a n y one of the global or local models should be able to be replaced at runtime with a historical database containing information from previous model runs. In addition, model outputs may be processed using a variety of instruments, including specialized visualization interfaces or computational instruments performing calculations which derive from and expand upon the basic model results. Similarly, model inputs may be provided via other instruments that either utilize live satellite feeds or access stored satellite data on remote machines. Consider the introduction of observers into this application scenario. Given the scale of such an application and the speed and complexity of its execution platform, it is easy to imagine that the simulation's progress and results are monitored by m ultiple scientists in distributed locations. The scientists' interests may v ary from wishing to see the big picture," to investigating in detail subsets of the simulation's output, to collaborating with each other via the computational instruments these models implement. The distributed application has additional components that assemble the information needed to drive v arious interactive displays, by gathering data from the distributed simulation and performing the analyses and reductions required for these displays. Some of these components may themselves have substantial computational or storage needs and require dedicated, additional resources of their own. They may also require access to additional information, as is the case for the atmospheric model's display with which end users compare observational satellite data with model outputs in order to assess model validity or delity. Moreover, since end users control the set of computational instruments, input and output components, and the displays, the current set of interacting computational instruments will change dynamically, driven by end users' needs or by the current needs of the running simulation. Figure 1 depicts a sample application con guration. The previous paragraph demonstrates the dynamic nature of computational instruments and their connections. Another attribute of instrument i n teractions is the bi-directional nature of not only instrument-to-instrument communications but also the communications between instruments and end users and between multiple collaborating users. While it is clear that end users frequently interact with displays and with the analysis components used prior to display, it has become more common for users to also interact with the actual simulations while they are running, perhaps to steer them toward more appropriate data domains, to enable or disable certain ancillary computations, or to experiment with alternative settings for simulation parameters. The bene ts of such dynamic interactions of end users with largescale simulations are well known for discrete event simulations and have recently been found to o er substantial bene ts to scienti c and engineering users as well. In addition, it is well known that signi cant performance improvements may be derived for high performance applications from the runtime con guration of selected application attributes 5 , from the online adjustment of their execution environment e.g., process migration, and from the adaptation of underlying operating system or communication facilities 2 . 00  00  11  11  0  0  1  1 0 1  0 1   000 111  000  000  111  111  00 11  000  000  111  111  00 11 00 11  000 111  000 111   00  00  11  11  00 11 00  00  11  11  00 11 00 11   0  0  1  1  0 1 0  0  1  1  0 1 0 1   00  00  11  11  00  00  11  11  00  00  11  11   00  00  11  11  00  00  11  11 00  00  11  11   00  00  11 Taken as a whole, this application scenario has requirements for data management and exchange that go well beyond those of a traditional parallel or distributed application. In particular, it presents a need for e cient high-performance data exchange coupled with data location and analysis in a highly dynamic heterogeneous environment. These communication needs are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Communication Requirements of Distributed L aboratory Applications

Flexible High-bandwidth Data Transfer
The need for high bandwidth and low latency in communications is common to most high performance applications, and those running in the distributed laboratory are no exception. However, in addition to these commonly known communication demands, distributed laboratory applications have several additional communication demands: 1 Data-driven, time-constrained c omputations in addition to satisfying the communication demands internal to a laboratory's parallel computational instruments, the communication infrastructure must also provide for suitable latencies of the data transfers from input engines to computational instruments, from instruments to observers' displays, and between multiple, collaborative displays. 2 Scalable communications because any n umber of di erent data generators and consumers may co-exist in a large-scale laboratory, it is not su cient simply to transfer data, but the infrastructure must also permit suitable transformations on the data as it is being transferred, and it must provide mechanisms for e cient data distribution and collection among large numbers of consumers and providers. As a result of these additional two demands, the distributed laboratory's communication infrastructure cannot rely on ine cient techniques like ASCII transmission of data to handle such issues as heterogeneity in the execution environment. The infrastructure must also facilitate the association of computations with data transfers, as explained in more detail in Section 2.2.4.
Operation in a Diverse Environment
The application environment described above is clearly heterogeneous, but it can perhaps be more strongly described as diverse. This means that, in addition to operating in an environment where machine-level representations of elementary types may di er, the various components of the application may be developed in a much less tightly coupled manner than a traditional parallel or distributed program. That is, they may not all be produced by a single group or organization and they may include generic" components designed to operate in many situations. One implication of this application diversity is that it is not generally practical for all of the components operating in the distributed laboratory to agree at compile-time on the formats of all data records to be exchanged during execution. Even if agreeing on a common and consistent format for the data were possible, systems depending upon such agreement are very fragile and unsuitable for a dynamic environment. This is a problem that has not been addressed in the past by high-performance communication systems. The most obvious approach to operating in an environment this diverse is to transmit data in some easily-interpreted free-form manner, such as encoded in ASCII, and to parse it upon receipt. This approach a c hieves the required exibility, but at the cost of seriously compromising the e ciency of the communication system, and so it is not an option for a distributed laboratory.
Dynamic Connection of Clients and Data Flow Management
In the distributed laboratory environment, computational agents may b e v ery long-running, and physical instruments may always have data available. In this environment it is natural to expect displays, their associated data processing agents and other components of the execution environment to come and go as computations proceed. To accomplish this, external clients must be able to locate and connect to data sources dynamically. This functionality tends to be lacking in communications tools created with relatively static topologies in mind e.g., MPI. Even those which h a v e dynamic client creation may not support external connections or have adequate client server location facilities e.g., PVM. The potential for dynamic connection of clients also means that the ow of data and the processing needs experienced by these ows in the distributed laboratory are themselves very dynamic. In particular, it implies that senders may not have a priori knowledge of the identity of all possible receivers. This is a problem for communications systems which require destinations to be explicitly speci ed by the sender, such as traditional send receive and RPC-style communication mechanisms. One can, of course, program the application such that it responds to the dynamic connection of clients and automatically routes information ows to interested parties. However, such implementations tend to make ine cient use of network resources 19 and to require the application programmer to create some complex code on top of the basic one-to-one communication mechanisms. Using a generative, or publishsubscribe, communications model instead hides the complexity inside the communications layer and gives that layer more exibility exploit the capabilities of the underlying network.
Information Filtering and Analysis
As already stated above, a communication infrastructure for distributed laboratories must manage both data ows and the necessary computations controlling those ows and their content. The resulting richness and dynamic nature of the environment and its tra c create additional opportunities for optimization and improvement. For example, a capable communications system may take advantage of external knowledge of the application and reduce overall communication requirements through the use of application-speci c ltering and analysis. Because of the application-speci c nature of the computation, the main contribution a communication infrastructure can make is in easing the construction of lters and computational agents and providing simple mechanisms through which application-level routines can be activated.
Contributions of DataExchange
The DataExchange library addresses the requirements described in Section 2. First, DataExchange is based on PBIO 4 , a binary I O package which provides a variety of mechanisms for handling operation in a diverse environment. Second, DataExchange provides facilities for naming and locating data sources, for dynamically connecting to those data sources and for automatic and con gurable redirection of data ow. Third, to support exible data processing, analysis and reduction, DataExchange also o ers an active-message-style processing message processing facility. This processing facility can also serve to further re ne and extend DataExchanges data ow management functionality b y making content-based message forwarding decisions. The remainder of this section will brie y examine these features of DataExchange and, where applicable, compare them with the features of similar packages.
Binary I O Support
Most modern communications libraries provide at least some support for transparently transferring information between machines with di ering data representations, but the extent o f support varies. PVM 10 allows per-message construction and transfer of information through packing and unpacking of elementary data elements in communication bu ers. The application is responsible for ensuring that unpack operations occur in the same order as pack operations. MPI allows the speci cation and use of user-de ned data types in communication. User-de ned types in MPI can be de ned recursively to create structures which include elementary and user-de ned data types and arrays of those types. These user-de ned types may be used directly in send and receive operations and the MPI library will perform any necessary packing and unpacking operations. In MPI, type matching between sender and receiver depends upon the type's signature, which is the sequence of elementary data types in the type de nition and the application is responsible for ensuring that the types used by the sender and receiver match. Matching types must have the same sequence of eld types, though they can be at di erent o sets in the record. While the facilities for user-de ned data transport provided by PVM and MPI su ce for the relatively tightly-coupled domain of parallel programming, they are less adequate for many cooperating programs that would make up a distributed laboratory. In particular, consider the problem of adding a new eld to a widely used message format. Ideally, adding a new eld to an existing message format should only a ect those programs which m ust use or operate on that eld. Programs which are not interested in the new eld or which should merely forward its data without interpretation should not require modi cation. However, because both PVM and MPI require senders and receivers to agree on type signatures, adding a new eld requires a simultaneous upgrade to all the programs in the lab that might operate on messages of the original format. This is obviously impractical in widespread and diversely managed environment like a distributed laboratory. Similar problems arise in trying to create reusable distributed laboratory tools, the equivalent of instruments in a physical laboratory. One would like t o h a v e displays and lter programs that could be applied to a variety of programs and situations in the distributed lab without requiring a priori knowledge of the data formats involved. However, message passing systems which rely on implicit receiver sender knowledge of the data formats being exchanged do not generally transmit su cient information for an external party to meaningfully interpret a message in an unknown format. To address these types of issues, DataExchange relies on PBIO to support its data transfer operations. In addition to other features, such as named data types and the ability perform type conversion between matching elds of di erent basic types, PBIO supports more elaborate and exible type matching than either PVM or MPI. In particular, PBIO supports type matching based on eld names rather than just elementary types. PBIO's type matching is also more exible in that receivers are not required to specify every eld in the types to be exchanged, but need only specify the names and types of the elds that they are interested in. Receivers will automatically extract the named elds of interest and ignore unspeci ed elds. Name-based type matching while preserving e cient transmission is possible because PBIO transmits meta-level format descriptions before transferring any data records. A format description consists of the name of the record message format, and the names, sizes, o sets and data types of the each of the elds in the record. A previously registered format may also serve as the basic type of a eld, allowing the creation of complex nested record types. PBIO also supports elds which are statically sized one or two dimensional arrays or dynamically sized one dimensional arrays of simple or derived datatypes. Record meta-information is transmitted only once. Thereafter, transmission occurs in the writer's native format and the PBIO library on the receiver transparently handles discrepancies between the writer's format and the format required by the reader. Transmitting in the writer's native format allows complex messages to be sent o v er the wire without any copy or bu er building" stage. In the case of transfers between homogeneous machines, the only additional overhead imposed by PBIO is the transmission of a 4-byte format ID. Because PBIO record meta-information is transmitted on the wire rather than relying on implicit knowledge in the sender and receiver, the task of creating generic tools and displays that can be plugged in" to applications in the distributed laboratory is eased. Besides the ability to translate between wire and native record formats described in the previous paragraph, PBIO provides a variety of facilities for manipulating format meta-information and extracting individual elds. These functions support the special needs of programs which are required to process a portion of the data in a record and forward the remainder untouched.
Location, Connection and Flow Control
Section 2.2.3 describes the dynamic nature of the distributed laboratory environment. This nature creates the requirement that a new display be able to locate and connect to information sources and that communication topology be dynamic at run-time. Dynamic location of communicators is seldom directly addressed by communication packages. Basic socket implementations require the use of a port number that is known to all parties and there are no common mechanisms for publishing a dynamically created name port number association. PVM supports communication with a dynamically forked remote process, but lacks the ability to initiate communication between two unrelated processes. MPI contains no support for initiating communication between unrelated processes, though MPI-2 will provide some primitive communicator location facilities. CORBA 16 recognizes the problem of dynamic location and includes a speci cation for the CORBA Name Service which i s getting widespread implementation. The Spring Operating System 17 also has an extensive name service. However, Spring is not widely used, and the CORBA name service is not useful outside of the CORBA domain. While a naming service to support communication in the distributed laboratory need not be overly complex, it must be available. The ability for a client to selectively receive only a portion of the data available from a particular source is also a capability that is seldom supported by communication libraries. However, the distributed laboratory environment has the potential for large ows of scienti c and monitoring data. While clients always have the option of receiving everything and discarding that data which is not of interest to them, adding the ability for them to specify what is interesting so that the uninteresting is not transmitted and so does not take bandwidth may b e k ey to reducing overall network resource demands. DataExchange contains facilities to support the location, connection and data ow control needs of a dynamic communication environment. Its simple name server helps clients locate and connect to data sources in the distributed laboratory. DataExchange also allows clients and data sources to manage the redistribution and transmission of data on a per-messagetype basis. This allows DataExchange to support highly dynamic applications while limiting unnecessary network overhead. These facilities are explained in greater detail in Section 4.
Information Processing and Filtering
In an environment like the distributed laboratory, it is useful to be able to create generic lter and display programs that can be assembled in a plug-and-play manner. Both lter and display-type programs are often constructed in an event-driven programming style. Like a v ariety of other packages, DataExchange provides the ability to bind application level functions to communication system events. DataExchange events include the connection of new clients, shutdown of client connections, and message arrivals. DataExchange also allows di erent functions to be bound to each t ype of message. With this level of support, simple lter programs can often be reduced to a very few lines of code. This basic support for binding application functions to message arrivals also provides for the creation of data-dependent routing and forwarding of messages. Data-dependent routing could be used to supplement the record-type-based forwarding that is built in to DataExchange.
The DataExchange Communication Library
DataExchange facilitates communication between processes in a distributed laboratories environment through a set of services that provide the behavior needed by applications. For example, a visualization client receiving large amounts of data from a global atmospheric model may at some point no longer need messages containing updated species concentration values. Instead of being forced to discard the species concentration messages upon arrival, DataExchange provides a means for the client to issue a command to the server to stop sending messages of that kind, thus freeing bandwidth that would otherwise be used. DataExchange currently executes on Sun Solaris, SGI, Linux, RS6000, and Windows NT platforms. A detailed description of the library interface can be found in 6 .
Concepts
Before discussing the services provided by DataExchange, we i n troduce several general concepts, an understanding of which is useful for understanding those services. is created with a call to DExchange create, which creates the context by initializing a DExchange data structure. The returned pointer to the data structure is attached to subsequent calls to the library. An individual connection has associated with it a DEPort structure. The DEPort structure maintains information about the connection, such as its hostname and port id. A DEPort structure is created automatically when a connection is established.
As described in Section 3.1, e cient transmission is possible because PBIO uses meta-level format descriptions. Because format descriptions may di er slightly due to byte ordering and word size di erences between platforms, DataExchange has mechanisms to resolve di erences in format descriptions when encountered. This resolution takes place only once within the context of the DataExchange with which the format was registered. That is, a format description received within one DataExchange context will not invoke format resolution against a format description received within another DataExchange context. An application registers its format descriptions within its local DataExchange context. The DataExchange then forwards the format registration to all connections within its context. This forwarding step is necessary to ensure that data gets forwarded to all processes requesting such data. Formats are registered using DExchange register format. Each format is assigned a format ID which is used to identify the data type on subsequent operations.
DataExchange Services
Dynamically Locating and Connecting to Data Sources
In a distributed laboratories environment it is natural to expect displays, their associated data processing agents, and other components of the execution environment to come and go over the course of time. A library that supports dynamic locating and connecting to data sources must provide several services: dynamic location of communicators, dynamic connection to the communicator, and the ability to direct events to the new client without disrupting the data source. Dynamic location of communicators in an environment c haracterized by a non-static topology is seldom addressed by communication packages. DataExchange provides a means for locating communicators in such a n e n vironment through a group server. The group server is a simple name service that relieves an application of the responsibility of knowing the speci c location hostname, port of a connection point. The application need only know a n agreed upon name to locate and connect to a connection point. The group server implements its service as a repository of name, connection pairs. The name, a user name, application name, group type triple, uniquely identi es a connection point. User name is usually the userid associated with the process establishing the group. If not given, it is derived from the execution environment. The application name is an agreed upon name identifying the set of communicating processes. Group type is provided to further delimit the application name. Group type is used in cases where an application supports several connection points for different purposes. For example, one of the processes participating in the global atmospheric simulation may establish a connection point for all distributed components of the simulation. That same process may need to establish a communication point to enable communication between the model and the lters and visualization steering clients. The two communicatioǹ groups' would be established with the same application name but di erentiated by group type. The group server accepts queries based on any eld of the user name, application name, group type triple, and supports both exact matching and regular expressions. In response to a query, the group server returns a list of connection points from which the process originating the query can select. Dynamic connection to a data source requires the ability o f a n e v ent-based application to respond to arriving events, including connection request events. Event-based processing is supported by the DExchange poll and handleDExchange de, int block routine, the basic event handling call in DataExchange. The poll and handle function is analogous to the XtAppNextEvent XtAppDispatchEvent pair in X windows toolkit programming where a DataExchange event is a basic communication occurrence, such as a connection request or message arrival. The function queries all communication channels associated with a DExchange context and processes events from each connection having input ready. The block parameter speci es whether or not DataExchange should block suspend program execution waiting on an event if none is ready. In addition to services for dynamically locating data sources and accepting connection requests dynamically, a communication library meeting the dynamic needs of distributed laboratories must also provide a means for a newly connected client to automatically begin receiving data for which it has registered an interest. DataExchange provides such a service through default forwarding behavior. A DataExchange server will automatically forward all messages it receives to all connections that have registered an interest in the messages. This default behavior can be modi ed through control functions described in Section 4.2.3 that allow the selective forwarding and blocking of messages based on format description.
Analyzing and Filtering Data
Many e v ent-based applications must handle arriving messages of multiple data formats where often the action to be taken is speci c to the data format. DataExchange provides a means for associating an action to a data format through action routines. Action routines are routines associated with a particular data format and invoked when a message of that format arrives. Similarly, applications may register routines to be called when a connection is established or shutdown. Action routines may be registered and unregistered with DataExchange at any time. DataExchange provides two t ypes of action routines for handling incoming data, functions and lters. Functions are called after any implicit data forwarding whereas lters are called before data forwarding and can return a value which preempts further processing. Functions are useful for gathering statistical or debugging information on the event stream. Filters, on the other hand, are useful for ltering events, reordering an event stream, or consuming events and generating derived events. Functions and lters are associated with speci c data formats though the same subroutine can be registered as a handler for multiple data formats.
Controlling Flow of Data
As mentioned previously, the default DataExchange behavior is to resend all data received from one connection to all of its other connections except the sender. This mechanism is useful for constructing interesting servers and managing data ow in networks of communi-cating DataExchange programs. The DataExchange library allows control of this resending in ways which can be loosely divided into record forwarding and record blocking controls. Record forwarding and blocking controls both a ect the implicit resending of received data, but in di erent w a ys. Forwarding controls are available to the DataExchange program performing the resending operation and allow that resending to be controlled on a per-format basis. Forwarding controls are therefore local controls in the sense that a DataExchange program calling those routines a ects its own resending. The complementary record blocking controls are instead used by the DataExchange programs to whom data is being resent to a ect the type of data that is resent to them. In particular, by using the record blocking controls a DataExchange program can tell another communicating program not to send it records of a particular format. Record blocking controls thus a ect resending on a per-connection basis, but they di er from the forwarding controls in that blocking routines invoked by one DataExchange program a ects resending that occurs in other communicating programs. I n this sense, record blocking is a remote operation and is useful to any DataExchange program, be it client or server, that wants to in uence what data is sent t o i t b y others to whom it is connected. On the other hand, record forwarding controls a ect resending in the DataExchange program invoking the controls and are thus a local operation. In both record forwarding and blocking, DataExchange's decision to send or not send a particular record to a particular client is based solely on the type or format of the record.
Sample Application
To understand the utility of DataExchange's features, it is useful to examine a sample application. In this paper we examine the global atmospheric model mentioned previously. This application is a collaborative e ort between computer scientists and atmospheric scientists at Georgia Tech. Models like these are important tools for answering scienti c questions concerning the stratospheric-tropospheric exchange mechanism or the distribution of species such a s c hloro uorocarbons CFCs, hydrochloro uorocarbon HCFCs and ozone. Details of the model's solution approach, parallelization, and performance results are described in 11 . A common scenario in a distributed laboratories environment is to connect one or more visualization steering ltering analysis clients to such a scienti c model. We base our example on this scenario. Our simple example consists of three applications: a supplier, a lter forwarder, and a consumer. The supplier i.e., model generates species concentration data species concentration is the concentration of a chemical species such as ozone over an area that is sent to the clients. Generating actual species concentration data requires executing the model. To k eep our example simple and focused on DataExchange communication mechanisms, we hide the complexity of data generation by obtaining data through a call to a procedure where the procedure is left unspeci ed. The second application is a lter forwarder that accepts connections from the supplier and visualization clients then lters records it receives based on a user supplied range of levels. The nal component, the consumer emulates the communication behavior of the visualization steering client. It accepts ltered records for processing but as was done for the supplier, the processing is typedef struct _Limits int lower_bound; int upper_bound; Limits; typedef struct _XMix int numSteps; * logical time step * int level; * atmospheric level: 0..36 * int count; double * mix_ratio; * species concentration in spectral form * XMix, *XMix_ptr; static IOField x_mixing_list = "numSteps", "integer", sizeofint, IOOffsetXMix_ptr, numSteps , "level", "integer", sizeofint, IOOffsetXMix_ptr, level , "count", "integer", sizeofint, IOOffsetXMix_ptr, count , "mix_ratio", "float count ", sizeofdouble, IOOffsetXMix_ptr, mix_ratio , NULL, NULL, 0, 0 ; Fig. 2 . Types and format descriptions used in example left unspeci ed. Processing the actual client w ould include transforming the data from its spectral form used in the model to a grid form needed to make the data useful for display using a 3D graphics library such as SGI Open Inventor. Figure 2 contains type de nitions and format de nitions used throughout the example. The rst type de nition is of a client data structure used by the lter forwarder application. The second type de nition de nes a single species concentration record. It's format description for purposes of binary encoding decoding is given as the static array x mixing list. The XMix type and x mixing list format description are used in the supplier, forwarder, and consumer processes. The supplier, such a s i s s h o wn in Figure 3 , creates a DataExchange context with a call to DExchange create and registers a data format, x mixing ratio. Registering the format has the e ect of telling DataExchange how t o i n terpret the bu er it receives when a subsequent calls to DEport write data are made. The supplier then queries the group server with the application name, group type pair atmosphericModel", model" which returns a list of connection points matching the query. Connection establishment is accomplished with DExchange initiate first where the rst parameter is the DataExchange context to which the connection will belong. The second parameter, group return, is the structure returned by the group server containing a list of connections satisfying the query. DExchange initiate first will traverse the list, attempting to make a connection with each connection point; it will return upon making the rst connection. The nal parameter is the block by default parameter. The value of FALSE tells the remote server, the forwarder in this case, that it should not block delivery of data to this client. The return value is a DEPort value that is used in subsequent reads writes. The model then obtains the ID for the format it previously registered before dropping into a loop that generates and sends data. The forwarder, as shown in Figure 4 , creates a DataExchange context, registers the format x mixing ratio and the action routine xMixFilter. xMixFilter is a handler routine invoked upon receipt of messages of type x mixing ratio. Once the action routine is registered, the forwarder establishes a group with the group server with a call to setup comm group. The group is established with the name atmosphericModel", model" . The nal parameter, the integer 300, speci es the length of time in seconds for which the group will remain active. Once the group is established and the clients begun, the forwarder accepts events, invoking the handler which lters species concentration records for levels outside the range speci ed by the user, then forwards qualifying records to all connections except the one on which i t received the message. The nal application component, shown in Figure 5 , is the consumer. The consumer registers the format x mixing ratio and the action routine xMixHandler. Though the format registered is the same as is used by the supplier and lter forwarder, it need not be. DataExchange handles di erences not only in byte order but also in eld ordering and count a s w ell. xMixHandler handles species concentration messages of data type x mixing ratio. The client then queries the group server and initiates communication with the lter forwarder in the same manner as was done by the sender. The client then drops into a while loop, servicing events. An arriving message automatically invokes the handler to process the message. To illustrate blocking, we h a v e included the if statement following DExchange poll and handle.
When logical timestep 5000 is reached, DEport set format block is called with the format x mixing ratio. The e ect of the call is to block further transmission of species concentration messages at the lter forwarder.
Performance
To a great extent the performance of DataExchange depends more strongly upon the performance of the underlying network transport layer than on any c haracteristic of DataExchange itself. Some DataExchange features, such as the ability to block the transmission of unnecessary data, may yield performance gains over approaches that do not have such support. However, the extent of the performance gain depends strongly upon the application and the amount of unnecessary data that DataExchange prevents from being transmitted. Since a particularly well-crafted application would transmit no unnecessary data, the strength of DataExchange would be that it facilitates the construction of plug-and-play applications that are well-crafted in that respect. However, a unique aspect of DataExchange that does a ect performance is its support for application diversity. That is, DataExchange is able to support the rapid exchange of binary data between application components without a priori agreement on the elds being exchanged, much less the types, sizes and layout of those elds. Because PBIO always transmits information using the native data layout of the sender, 1 this implies that a format conversion must be performed on the receiving end before the message can be processed as native data. When identical structures are exchanged between homogeneous machines, no conversion is necessary. But some conversion processing is required when data is exchanged between application components whose data representations vary in the number, types or layout of elds in the data, or if the communicating machines have di ering native data representations, such as using di erent b yte orders. Furthermore, because DataExchange has no a priori knowledge of the native formats used by the program components it might communicate with, the precise nature of this format conversion is dynamic at run-time. This conversion is another form of the marshaling problem" that occurs widely in network communication. That marshaling can be a signi cant o v erhead is well known 3 and tools such as USC 13 attempt to optimize marshaling with compile-time solutions. Unfortunately, the dynamic form of the marshaling problem in DataExchange rules out such static solutions. As described above, the conversion overhead is nil for some data exchanges, but for others, it can be signi cant. To put the overhead in context, Figure 6 shows a comparison of the times required to transmit, copy and convert a message.
The particular values of given in Figure 6 depend upon a number of factors. The message transmit time is based on a 15Mb sec transmission rate. The copy time is the time required to perform a bcopy on an UltraSparc 140. While both of the previous values vary strictly as a function of message size, the amount of time required to convert the message from the wire" format to the receiver's native format is highly variable, depending upon the precise di erences between the two formats. In this case, the values are derived from a situation where both byte-swapping and a size conversion for each data element w ere required to convert from wire to native format. While this represents a near worst case for data conversion times, the comparison is far from satisfactory. In this worst case, data conversion is taking three times as long as the time to transmit the message over the network and an order of magnitude longer than a simple move operation. In many situations, this might be an unacceptably high price to pay for supporting application diversity. While a portion of the costs involved in doing the message conversion of Figure 6 are the simple consequence of the raw n umber of operations involved in performing the data conversion, a signi cant fraction of the overhead is due to the fact that the conversion is essentially being performed by a n i n terpreter. This implementation choice and resulting excessive o v erhead is a direct consequence of DataExchange's lack of compile-time information about the precise nature of the conversion required. One would hope that a more e cient implementation would be able to bring the cost of conversion to close the the time required for the bcopy operation. Since DataExchange is targeted towards high performance applications which can ill a ord the increased communication costs associated with interpreted conversion, we h a v e recently begun experimenting with dynamic code generation in an attempt to reduce these costs. The results, shown in Figure 7 , have been highly encouraging. 2 For the type of conversion used in Figure 6 , the dynamicly generated conversion routine operates between three and four times as fast as the interpreted version. This improvement removes conversion as the dominant cost in communication and brings conversion costs to much nearer the level of a copy operation. However, employing dynamic code generation for conversions means that DataExchange must bear the cost of generating the code as well as executing it. Because of the format information in PBIO is transmitted only once on each connection and data tends to be transmitted many times, conversion generation is not normally a signi cant part of DataExchange overhead. Yet that overhead must still be considered to determine whether or not the use of dynamic code generation results in performance gain. The proportional overhead imposed by doing dynamic code generation varies dramatically depending upon the internal structure of the record. This di ers from the situation in Figure 7 , where the worst-case conversion run-time is much more dependent upon the size of the message than its structure. To understand this variation, consider that the conversion code for a record which contains large internal arrays consists of a few for loops that process large amounts of data. In comparison, a record of similar size consisting solely of independent elds of atomic data types requires custom code for each eld. The result is that for records which consist solely of arrays, dynamic code generation is almost always of performance bene t. For array-based records of around 200 bytes the time to generate and execute dynamic conversion code is less than the time to perform an interpreted conversion. At that point, dynamic code generation is a performance improvement e v en for formats that are only used once. The situation is less clear for record formats consisting mostly of individual atomic elds. Figure 8 compares the times for such records. This gure shows that for this type of record dynamically generated conversion run nearly an order of magnitude faster than interpreted conversions, but the one-time cost of doing the code generation is relatively high. Obviously, if many records are exchanged, the costs will be amortized over the improved conversion times. But for one-time exchanges dynamic code generation for conversions may be more expensive than simple interpreted conversions. 
Conclusion
The current trends in high-performance computing applications are towards large looselycoupled distributed computation and more dynamic models for both the computation itself and for run-time interaction with the computation. Unfortunately, these trends are not well supported by traditional message passing environments. This paper examines and abstracts the communication requirements for this class of applications, which are being studied in the Georgia Tech Distributed Laboratories Project. We use these requirements to motivate the discussion of DataExchange, a communications infrastructure developed to support Distributed Laboratories. DataExchange has proven to be a useful and exible tool in creating complex plug-and-play i n teractive applications, including a global climate model, abstracted here as a sample application. We also include results on a novel use of dynamic code generation within the communication library. These results impact DataExchange performance in its support for application diversity, a less restrictive approach to programming cooperative programs that removes the requirement for a priori agreement on the contents and formats of information to be exchanged within the application. We show that application diversity can be supported without great impact on communication costs.
